The electron-impact-induced emission spectrum of H2 has been measured in the extended wavelength region 175-530 nm at a spectral resolution of 1.7 nm (FWHM). The laboratory spectra are characterized by underlying H2 (a 3_s* ---> b 3y_.. ) continuum emission, together with many strong lines assigned to the radiative decay of the 8erade singlet states of Hz, and to members of the H Balmer series resulting from dissociative excitation of H2.
H Balmer series resulting from dissociative excitation of H2.
We have measured calibrated emission spectraof The high energy dependence of the H2 (a 3F_ t" --+ b 3,V_._" ) continuum cross section has a rapid 1/E 3 fall off with electron energy. E. above 50 eV. This fall off can already be seen to have occurred in the 100 eV spectrum ( Figure  1 ) which is dominated by the strong H Balmer- 
